CPD
Course Tutor, Andrew Craigie, has
been delivering CPD courses in a
wide variety of software titles and
ICT areas for over ten years. With a
background in teaching and experience of training all over the country
to teachers, lecturers and other education staff, he will ensure you feel
supported throughout the day.

Google SketchUp
in the classroom
Any teacher of any subject, looking for a means of introducing
their pupils to the world of 3D modelling will appreciate the
power of SketchUp and the simplicity of the interface.
Date

Various Dates

Time

Various Formats

Venue

Various Venues

Numbers Maximum 15
Cost

£140 per person inc,
tea/coffee & lunch

Google SketchUp has gained a reputation for being so easy to use that
you just need to point kids at it and
let them get on with things.

COURSE CONTENT
Navigating Around the Desktop
an overview of the main tools and processes

Creating Basic Shapes

While it is indeed true that kids can
produce surprisingly detailed models of all sorts of things for relatively
little effort, there are a number of
tools and techniques available
which can enhance subjects right
across the curriculum.

getting comfortable modelling

Achieving Accuracy
moving beyond rough shapes, let’s get precise

Your First Task - Pencil Case
a range of new skills will produce the result

Copy and Array
faster modelling for less effort

Importing a Floor Plan
no need to start your architecture from scratch

The Match Photo Tool
use photography for realism that’s hard to match

Sectional Views
clarify what’s going on inside

Creating an Animation
bring your 3D scenes and models to life

Achieving dimensionally accurate
models is straightforward, creating
scenes within which the models can
sit is easy, applying materials to
surfaces, predicting shadow patterns and even producing animations all can be done - pretty impressive for a software that’s free to
download.
The session will be Tutor led with a
sensible balance of teaching time
and hands-on activity. Teaching will
be supported by high quality, video
tutorials, allowing you to work at a

pace which best suits you.
Participants can be assured of feeling they made the best use of their
valuable CPD time during the
course and also in the vital weeks
afterwards, when they are able to
play back the day’s sessions while
consolidating their learning.

Venue
The session will take place in Parklands Country Club, Newton Mearns.
Parklands is just two minutes from
J4 of the M77, just outside Glasgow.

For an initial enquiry, a chat or to
reserve a place, contact -

Kim@3DMadeEasy.com
07595 021 479

